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DEDICATION 
 
 

To my sister Meghna, the brightest star in my life. You taught me 
tarot and oracles, you led me in our first ritual together, searched 
for candles and crystals with me in streets of Mumbai when there 
were no such stores. You believed in magick and made me believe 
in myself so I could start Magick store one day… and you left me 
so early for heaven. I should have been with you all the way. You 
have no idea how much good you have brought into the world.
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A PROPHECY 

 

And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free 

~ Jesus
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MAGICK 

You may wonder why I spell Magick with a ‘k’. It is to distinguish it 

from Magic that sometimes refers to stage magic and sleigh of hand. 

I am talking of real magick – such as waving a wand and getting what 

you want in real and practical life. To believe in magick is to know that 

our intentions can and do create our reality. Some of you may have 

your doubts about this, but if you try you will discover that magick is 

possible and perfectly explainable to the rational mind.  

Magick according to me is a spiritual and scientific concept.  

Spiritually speaking the universe is said to be an illusion perceived by 

our senses. Everything that we can see is ultimately an energy vibration. 

Wise folk from all over the world have always said this through ancient 

times till now. They have known the above through their meditations 

and intuitions or ‘sixth sense’. 

But what about the modern, rational human race– what do we believe? 

What does science say? 

Now let me caution you that science uses our limited powers of 

physical observation to discover more about the universe. The five basic 

human senses are limited in their perceptive abilities. Dolphins and 

bats perceive many things humans cannot. Even highly advanced 

gadgets and gizmos may not catch all waves and vibrations accurately. 

Still it is indeed commendable that science, in-spite of all its limitations, 

and reliance on the outer senses alone, has attempted to observe the 

nature of energy and has discovered the possibility of magick. 

Science relies on experiments for its discoveries. Through several such 

experiments science has found that a person’s intentions can influence 
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reality. Experimentally it has been found that the observer’s intention 

influences the observation results.  

One example: The popular Young’s double-slit experiment is meant to 

observe phenomena that indicate whether light has a particle nature or 

a wave nature. Another experiment called Wheeler's delayed choice 

experiment had found that the result  of the Young’s double slit 

experiment actually depends on whether the experiment is set up to 

detect waves or particles. Waves are detected when you want to 

discover waves, particles when you wish to discover particles.  

Another example - Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger in 1935 

illustrated experimentally that a cat may be simultaneously alive or 

dead until the box used in the experiment is opened. It seemed as if 

there are two simultaneous parallel realities existing together at one 

time. In 1957 Hugh Everett formulated that while opening the box, the 

observer becomes entangled with the cat, so "observer states" 

corresponding to the cat's being alive and dead are formed. Each 

observer state is entangled or linked with the cat so that the 

"observation of the cat's state" and the "cat's state" correspond with each 

other. Therefore what the observer ultimately expects can become the 

fate of the cat. 

Personally I love cats and I have always found that my cats have always 

been cured wonderfully by applying magickal healing through my own 

positive state. At times my cat has survived miraculously in-spite of the 

Vet declaring my cat to be on the verge of death. Hugh Everett’s 

formula has worked for me so far. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erwin_Schr%C3%B6dinger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_entanglement
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Our beliefs impact the way we perceive and interact with the universe. 

We may regard the universe as solid and fixed and it will be so for 

those of us who are more engrossed in the mundane aspects of life. Or, 

we may begin to believe that there is something magickal and 

changeable about this world that is directly linked with our mind and 

beliefs - and it will be so for those of us who believe. 

Even if we perceive particles of solid matter, through science we know 

that there is a wave within every particle. What appears to be solid n 

the surface may not be so inside. If we look deep enough into 

everything, we will find that the entire world is composed only of 

vibrations of energy and these vibrations are constantly shifting with 

our mind. 

Modern science has amply discovered the illusory nature of things and 

how our own perceptions create and influence our perceived reality. 

Science finally understands and proves that we see what we want to see 

and experience what we deeply want to experience. It seems that all 

possibilities simultaneously exist in this infinity of space and time. 

There are parallel realities or possibilities all the time. Our will power 

determines what possibility will manifest in our life. 

It is we who determine our next reality based on our will.  

The wave of reality will turn the way we make it turn through our 

mind. We can imagine, will, believe and create almost anything. 

The definition of Magick is to affect our reality via a shift in our 

consciousness.  

If you create a change in the outer world through your inner focus then 

you are working Magick.  
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Therefore Magick can be defined as: 

• Effecting a change in reality, 

• at one’s will, 

• via an altered state of consciousness (imagination and inner 

change) 

 

We are constantly and magickally creating our life, our world and all 

of our experiences on a moment to moment basis. 

Whether we use it or not, we have the power to shape our life. This is 

Magick. 

 

Magick is a Scientific and Spiritual 
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DESTINY AND FREE WILL 

In reality everything that happens in our life is a creation of our own 

self. We all have infinite Free Will and therefore we all write our own 

Destiny. Then why, you may ask, do we not all get what we want just 

by thinking it? 

The reason is that outer thoughts are only a small fraction of our ‘self’. 

Our self includes both the known parts of ourselves and the unknown 

and subconscious parts of ourselves. We all have active thoughts and 

imaginations as well as deep seated fears and beliefs. Many of our 

deeply held notions are unknown to us as operate unconsciously, 

making us fear certain probabilities and thereby manifest them. 

For example you may want to be a millionaire and think about it 

everyday, but deep down in your psyche; you have a strong fear that 

‘money may corrupt you (just as it has corrupted so many others)’. 

Naturally the deeper your belief the more power it has to influence 

your reality. Your negative fears cancel out positive thoughts. 

When our sub-conscious self is operating without our conscious 

awareness and creating our reality through its power – we call it 

destiny. In this scenario we do not use our magickal power properly, 

because we neglect to work at our inner belief systems. We allow 

ourselves to be led by forces we believe to be beyond our control. 

A lot of times positive thinking and affirmations do not work with 

people instantaneously because what they really need to transform is 

their inner self. While working Magick we work with our subconscious 

or inner self, and bring it into our conscious awareness. This makes it 

possible to activate our Free Will in the most effective manner.  

Magick is Psychology 
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ENERGY 

Energy is what the universe and we all are composed of. This energy 

never gets destroyed but only changes form.  

The physical world appears solid as it is a dense form of energy with 

very low vibration.  

The astral world which we often visit in dreams in less solid as it is a 

more subtle form of energy of much higher vibration.  It is composed of 

our imagination and inner thoughts. 

Magick is Energy. Most of us live all our lives without realizing that 

what we are dealing with all the time is pure energy and everything, 

including life and death is changeable and illusory. 

A spiritually enlightened individual begins to see and understand this 

truth. 

But what after enlightenment – chopping wood and fetching water? 

After enlightenment you start living consciously. You become a master 

of energy. You know that you are energy. You become a master of 

yourself. 

You know how every thought, movement and action is creating a 

vibration change in the visible world. You start seeing the world less as 

people and things, and more as energy waves all around you.   

You see the world as an expanded awareness of yourself. You love 

yourself and the world, recognising it as one singular energy matrix. 
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REAL MAGICK 

 

Everything you think or dream 

Can affect your life unseen 

Every person that you meet 

Every stranger that you greet 

Everyone with whom you connect 

You can bless, help and protect 

Every breath you take and leave 

Sends vibrations far and deep 

Every feeling that you feel 

Can cause the universe to heal 

Every step you take ahead 

Paves a way for others to be led 

So walk your magick, be the path 

Give yourself both head and heart 

If you want the world to perfect be 

Believe and make reality 

Say and hear the words divine 

From your soul and through your mind 

Only goodness give and tell 

Every word you speak is a spell 

So heed your power everyday 

That’s the real magick way 
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GOD OR GODDESS 

You call the creator – God. For now let us change that and call the 

supreme One by the name Goddess. 

Does that change the way you think or feel about the highest self or the 

One creator? 

What we are referring to with the words God or Goddess is simply the 

great Spirit or primordial energy that has manifested into the world as 

we know it. Energy flows from Spirit or the Etheric and Subtle world 

into the physically observable world. This is how Spirit has created the 

beautiful physical Universe. The state of energy has changed from 

nothing to something. 

Nothing, that which is devoid of all thoughts and activity has formed 

Everything. You are this Nothing which is Spirit - also called God or 

Goddess. If you have lack of Spirit awareness and are not interested in 

knowing who you really are and how the world is really created, you 

shall be unable to reach the spiritual peace that is needed for real 

Magick. Negative thoughts, suppressed desires, unhappy emotions and 

physical clutter are a few more ways you may be blocking your 

Magickal energy. 

You can manifest God(dess) in every moment if you allow positive 

energy to flow down into earth or visible world consciously. Through 

meditation you can reach a state of Spiritual peace and experience your 

true self. Then you can channel this wonderful spiritual energy to 

create good on earth. This is Magick.  

God(dess) can be here now on Earth, through you. 

Magick is God(dess) 
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KARMA 

Karma or action does not just refer to physical actions. We also have 

astral karma (in the dimension of our thoughts, emotions and desires). 

Whenever you are thinking something, feeling something or wanting 

something, you are engaging in an act of Karma.  

Once an action or karma has been undertaken, it is bound to have a 

corresponding effect. There is no need to doubt that your karma will 

bear fruit. Every thought, belief and action of yours creates your reality. 

Your intentions sow the seeds. The fruits can be immediate or delayed 

based on how open you are to accepting them now. 

Karma can be positive or negative based on whether its effects are good 

for all concerned or harmful for someone. When we work with energy 

in a spiritual manner we always try to use it for righteous purposes that 

are good for all concerned and harm none. 

The truth about the uni-verse is that we are all One energy and we are 

all interconnected. We are all here to learn the lesson of how to 

manifest only positive and good of all concerned using our awareness 

of the One spiritual truth.  

Energy has a way of balancing itself and any negative use of energy 

(harmful karma – whether physical or astral) only rebounds on the 

doer sooner or later (and keeps rebounding multiple times as may be 

necessary for the doer to learn the lesson).  

The sacred law of karma or ethics, which is the law of nature itself, is 

stronger than any human created law.  

Magick is Ethical 
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DOS AND DON’TS 

 
 

Do Trust yourself, Don’t worry much 

Do love yourself, Don’t hold a grudge 

Do take your time, Don’t hurry up 

Don’t look outside for praise or love 

Do feel complete, Do celebrate 

Don’t leave your life to luck or fate 

Do forgive and let it go 

Don’t regret and don’t feel low 

Do help yourself and wait for none 

Don’t after outer treasures run 

Do only good, don’t harm or hurt 

With deeds and thoughts, or things and words 

Don’t cheat or lie, do live in truth 

Believe yourself and the whole world would 

Do cherish every day and night 

Stand up for what is good and right 

Don’t spend a moment feeling bad 

Keep moving on in spirit glad 

Accept and welcome blessings great 

Don’t waste your time in blame or hate 

       Before you help or guide someone 

       Try to your own lessons learn 

    And if all this be a lot of drill 

    Just harm none and do what you will 
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MEDITATION 

A Basic Meditation Technique: 

Sit still in a comfortable posture without slouching, not strained or 

stressed. The idea is to be in a state of relaxed awareness. Close your 

eyes and watch the blank dark sky inside. Observe your own breathing 

and you will be aware of it. Similarly you will be aware of the sounds 

or smells of the outside world as well as the beating of your heart and 

flow of blood in your veins. Now let all our senses be drawn inwards to 

who you are. Remember ‘who’ is listening, ‘who’ is breathing and be 

with that person - yourself. Do not worry about the outside world or 

about the past, present or future. If any thoughts come to you observe 

them, and also observe the observer. Be aware that ‘you the observer’ 

are thinking, you are the creator of these thoughts, and make yourself 

free of those thoughts – they are all in your control. You are much 

more than your body, or thoughts or emotions. You are the creator of 

your thoughts, body and emotional state.  

When the observer becomes the observed a ‘witness’ consciousness is 

produced. This awareness of self - or ‘consciousness’ when awakened 

helps us craft and shape energy in various ways.  

We realize how our present energy states is due to our past actions and 

beliefs and how our future energy states depend on our present actions 

and beliefs, provided we reprogram and free ourselves of self limiting 

beliefs carried from the past.  

This is the basis of Magick Spells. 

Magick is Meditation 
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HEALING 

Awareness of our true ‘creator’ consciousness is powerful because it 

helps us heal and improve ourselves and the world.  

There are many specialized methods to help ourselves heal. Some of 

these have been developed and passed down to a chain of practitioners, 

eg: the system of Reiki, Pranic Healing, Past Life Therapy, Theta Healing 

and many other systems. It is not always necessary, but generally 

helpful to be initiated by some other individual into any of the systems 

to be able to heal ourselves. The source of all knowledge is the spirit 

which is within all of us also known as the Divine and all of us are 

equally connected with it. 

All healing techniques whether based on modern science or spiritual 

science are energy healing techniques as they all work on energy in 

some form or other. Whether we heal the physical self, or our mind or 

spirit, we are dealing with energy in various frequencies – from the 

dense energy of Earth such as herbs, modern lab-made medicines and 

physical therapy, through the finer vibrations of emotions or Water, 

will-power or Fire, thoughts or Air and pure consciousness or Spirit – 

everything and everyone is a part of the great Self and has a capacity to 

heal us and help us. 

Physical Medicine of any kind, whether lab made or natural are a part 

of Physical plane. Spiritual healing techniques however go beyond the 

external physical selves to heal our astral self, by working on our 

thoughts, emotions, visions and other subtle vibrations.  

Healing can be given to ourselves, plants, animals, objects, home, earth, 

space, as well as to situations. 

There are many such spiritual healing techniques, such as: 
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- Crystals and gems 

- Reiki and channelling 

- Colour therapy 

- Geomancy such as Feng Shui or Vaastu 

- Inner child and Past Life Healing 

- Breath-work 

- Aromatherapy 

- Mantras and affirmations 

- Spells, prayers and religious rituals 

- Yogasanas 

- Pranic healing, chakra and kundalini work 

- Astro-therapy 

- Creative visualization 

And so on 

All the above can be used in Spells. The most important thing is your 

intention to heal, and the next is the focus you put into it. All these 

techniques and tools are there to help you add focus to your healing 

process. You may use that method or technique or a combination 

which feels comfortable to you. Get familiar with various methods and 

see what works best for you. Then learn more about your chosen 

method, practice for years, go deep into it and work with it often, so as 

to be a successful Energy Healer (also called Witch or Wizard, Priest or 

Priestess) in your chosen speciality. You can Heal. 

Magick is Healing 
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DIVINATION 

Divination is a way of reading the subtle vibrations of energy that 

cannot be seen through the five senses of Earth Plane alone. It requires 

the sixth sense, third eye or intuition.  Through the sixth sense we are 

able to read minds, thoughts, emotions and hidden desires. This helps 

us gain awareness of our inner blockages and therefore help us create 

inner change in a much more informed way. 

Contrary to popular superstition, Divination is not about fortune 

telling. It is about reading the vibrations you are carrying in the etheric 

or subtle body and foreseeing what you can potentially manifest in 

future based on your current energy state. 

Our personal energy field or aura is one indication of our energy state 

and can be read through the sixth sense. Tools such as astrology, tarot 

cards, crystal ball, pendulum, runes and oracles all give us signs and 

symbols that can be interpreted using intuition and thereby help us 

know our hidden inner world. Ghosts and apparitions, angels, fairies, 

gods, goddesses and otherworldly beings are also seen and understood 

best using our sixth sense. They may not have a physical body but have 

existence in the subtle world that is not seen with the five limited 

senses. Through intuition we can see and gain messages from the 

hidden realms. 

All beings of nature are gifted with intuition and we can easily see how 

animals just instinctively sniff out truth and predict weather calamities. 

As humans we have allowed ourselves to be so lost in the daily grind of 

life that we rarely meditate or be in a thought-free natural state. This is 

why not everyone has strong sixth sense or intuition in the human 

world. We need to regain touch with our natural self. 

Magick is Intuitive 
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MAGICK SPELLS 

If divination helps us read subtle energy patterns, spells help us create 

and transform subtle energy patterns.  

Magick spells are powerful healing techniques for channelling our 

intent into manifestation. A spell is like a vibration based formula for 

working Magick.  

It is said that when we know what we want the entire universe 

conspires with you to achieve it. It is also said that we are the universe 

and all infinite potentials and parallel worlds exist within us at any 

point of time (as the wise one’s say in Sanskrit - ‘Aham Brahmasmi’ or I 

am the Universe). Spells work with this powerful philosophy. 

There is a part of us called our true self or higher self that is aware of 

our true infinite nature. This is our spiritual being who knows that it is 

the creator of everything including all that appears solid, fixed and 

material.  Through our journey of life we gain a lot of worldly 

experiences so that life after life we forget our true nature for a certain 

amount of lifetimes (this is our ignorance state when we are falling 

through matter) and then after a certain point we begin our journey to 

a more aware and enlightened state once our own darkness 

overwhelms us (this is our awareness state when we are rising through 

spirit and realizing who we are). 

Through our ignorance state we start believing the world to be 

immutable and we believe that something outside of us is ruling our 

destiny. We also become fearful and unhappy because we are not in 

touch with our own inner power of consciousness. This is a result of 

negative ‘programming’ through which we get negative results in life, 

and many of us are stuck in this rut. What we need is healing. 
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When we gain sufficient life experiences especially difficult and 

traumatic we begin to search for answers and learn more about 

ourselves. This takes us to a more spiritual journey in search for healing 

and wisdom. After sufficient spiritual training and ‘reprogramming’ we 

become free of our negative blocks and self imposed limitations thereby 

gaining more free-will power. 

Energy healing helps in reprogramming ourselves (both conscious and 

subconscious parts of ourselves) to change the negative karmic patterns 

in our life to more positive and fulfilling ones that bring more joy and 

light to all concerned.  

Creation of positive energy patterns happens through spells. 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SPELLS AND POSITIVE THINKING: 

New age lifestyle gives importance to positive thinking and mind 

power. Spells go one step further than that. While doing spells we work 

not only on our conscious mind but also the hidden and unconscious 

mind where most of our blocks and limitations are stored.  

Our subconscious self is where dreams are experienced and where our 

inner-child (the spontaneous and most natural part of us) resides. Our 

subconscious self is creative and magickal. It loves candlelight, moon 

and stars, nature, music, dance, a sense of adventure, fairies, angels, 

animal guides, creativity and beauty…. all those exciting things that we 

as adults sometimes forget. Spells take us back into touch with our 

inner self and therefore give more power to our positive goals and 

thoughts.  

Spells are about not just positive intent or thought but also energy 

work. This way we add the energy required to put our thoughts and 

intentions into motion. Just a vague or unfocused thought is no better 
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than a daydream. It is energy that makes a difference and gives it the 

shape of reality.  

The energy of spells connects with the five energetic planes: 

- Spiritual energy (this comes from our true self – 

god/goddess/spirit or source) 

- Thought energy (This comes from our clear intent and focus on 

our goal– Air plane) 

- Determination energy (This comes from our passion and 

intensity with which we chase our goals – Fire plane) 

- Emotional energy (This comes from our feelings, intuition and 

the sense of fulfilment that our goal contains – Water plane) 

- Manifestation energy (This comes from our efforts to sensibly 

and wisely organize our practical world to help in concrete 

manifestation of our goal– Earth plane).  

 

For a spell to be powerful, you need to add sufficient focus or energetic 

power to your intent through various ingredients and techniques. These 

include words of power, creative visualisation, images, crystals, 

incense, candles, herbs and oils used in the right and scientific manner. 

A good spell will have all the above content and will give us better 

results. 

For example, let us say that you want to cast a spell for job success.You 

need to first meditate and get a sense what the spirit, god/goddess or 

universe wishes you to achieve through your job as a part of your 

divine purpose.  Next you need to make clear goals and aims – how do 

you wish to accomplish the divine purpose of your job. Make clear 

targets of what you intend to achieve – a promotion, a change of role, a 

new job. Use visualisation and powerful words. 
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Give the energy of determination to this goal by feeling it in every cell 

of your body. Raise your chakra vibrations and kundalini fire through 

candles, invocations, song, dance, music or chants. 

Finally make it real and concrete by the use of stones, herbs, amulets 

and talismans that ground you into your new chosen reality. Your spell 

will work out beautifully.  

There are many spells that you can perform with outside instructions, 

but at the same time you can also create your own using your intuition, 

knowledge and experience.  

Successful Spells: 

 Will have a clear statement of intent which is believable to our 

inner as well as outer self. (Do not ask for something to which 

you are truly not in confirmation with or do not believe from 

within to be possible) 

 

 Will have a good amount of positive energy through the right 

focus through mental visualization, meditation, physical 

ingredients, words of power and energy techniques 

 

 Will be useful and for the good of everyone concerned and will 

not create any harm to anyone so that our inner god/ goddess 

self or Divine will agrees and helps us manifest the goal.  

 
Most importantly successful spells will first work at an inner subtle 

level and then manifest your wish in the outer world. The ease and 

speed with which your intent manifests depends upon your 

consciousness or belief in the higher spiritual truth. 

 

Magick is Believing your Truth 
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YOU ARE THE MAGICK 

You can live your life without a lie 

You can change your world with the blink of an eye 

You can cast a spell and get your wish 

You have the power, yes – you are the magick 

You can travel to lands that were yet unknown 

You can talk to trees, and birds, and stones 

You are wise and kind, yet strong and firm 

You share insights, you teach and learn 

You can laugh like a child, dance like the breeze 

You can close your eyes and be, just be 

You can love and care, you spread delight 

Your mind is sharp, your heart is light 

You have aeons of knowledge, endless energy 

You live in harmony, a natural synergy 

You and the universe are forever one 

When you make an intention, just consider it done 

You see the unseen, you know the unknown 

You are at peace in the crowd, you can be on your own 

You crave for nothing, you have it all 

You are content with everything, big or small 

You are a gift to this world, you spread your light 

Yes you are the magick in every right 

So know yourself and see your face 

Accept this truth with loving grace 

Be yourself, reveal your power 

The world needs you this very hour 

Heal and guide, help every soul 

You have received this holy role 

Attain your noble destiny 

Yes, you are the magick so mote it be! 
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A MAGICK SPELL 
 

There are many kinds of spells. Spells requiring you to say words 

through the voice or mind are called verbal spells. We may like to use 

positive words that feel great often in a rhyming or sing-song way that 

helps us program our inner or unconscious mind with their harmonic 

rhythm.  Spells using images or dolls are called image magick spells as 

they help us in visualizing our wish coming true in clearer ways, for 

example a picture or model of a house can be used for acquiring a 

house of your dreams, or a doll or teddy can be used to send healing to 

someone who wants healing.  

 

Herbal spells include the magick of plants by focusing on what the herb 

represents. Herbs can be consumed, carried, sprinkled or used in the 

form of oils, potions, cosmetics, washes or incense. For example 

chamomile flowers are known to relax and soothe us deeply, while 

cinnamon bark amplifies our inner passion and power. Candle spells 

use the significance of colors and shapes to activate associated powers 

in us. For example green is for growth, black absorbs unwanted energy 

while yellow brightens up the mood. Crystal magick involves natural 

stones available in a wide variety to resonate with our intention. 

 

Special symbols such as sacred geometry, magickal letters, numbers, 

and talismans all can be used to help us focus on the intent better. 

Everything in the world has a specific energy within and therefore 

everything that feels right and positive can be used in a variety of ways 

to help achieve our goals through inner focus. Things that do not feel 

positive may be utilized in spells to banish negativity by getting rid of 

the item that symbolizes negativity. It is the state of mind and heart 

with which we handle our ingredients that majorly determines the 

success of the spell. 
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A MAGICK SPELL 

 

Clear your mind and think good thoughts 

Say affirmations, worry not 

Practice kindness and compassion 

Live your life with utter passion 

Good intentions guide you through 

And your beliefs will all come true 

But you will Manifest for sure 

When you open up your Psychic Door 

And use the Magick Power to 

Deliver what is best for you 

So light a Candle, chant the Words 

Cast the Runes and mix the Herbs 

Brew a Potion with emotion 

Close your eyes and visualize 

Feel the power, free desire 

Earth and Water, Wind and Fire, 

Sweep the Broom and wave your Wand 

And manifest the good you want 

Thank your inner Goddess and God 

Learn the secrets of Wish Craft 

For words, thoughts, actions, all work well 

But nothing beats a Magick Spell 
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MAGICKAL TOOLS 

 
Crafting a spell is a science in itself requiring deep wisdom of our inner 

self combined with a vast amount of knowledge passed through 

generations. You may need a few essential tools and supplies to cater to 

a variety of spells that you might like to cast from time to time. Of 

course your mind is your greatest tool and your energy is the chief 

ingredient in your spells as always. However it does pay to keep your 

magick focused and your cauldron of spells bubbling with life and joy 

with the help of a basic spiritual altar and magickal cabinet. 

 

A special room or corner devoted for your spiritual practice is very 

useful. It should be as peaceful and positive as possible. An altar cloth 

made of natural fabrics and decorated with special symbols is usually 

placed on a wooden or stone surface to spread your tools on. Divination 

tools such as pendulums, tarot cards and rune stones are a must have. 

You can keep an array of candles, herbs, oils and crystals in your 

magickal cabinet. A visit to your local metaphysical store or online 

spiritual store can help you gather most of the products you need.  

 

A cauldron made of cast iron can be used for burning herbs on hot 

charcoal, while a magickal wand made of wood, crystal or metal can 

help you channel your positive energy into the ingredients you work 

with. Magickal robes and jewelry such as pentacles and stone rings can 

help energize your aura or energy field by wearing them.  

 

Traditionally practitioners wrote their special spells and personal notes 

in a special book which was called the Book of Shadows named so as it 

was only for their own private reference, much like a family heirloom 

to be passed down as a legacy. You can use an electronic format for 
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noting your treasured secrets if you wish, customized as per your 

needs. Here’s an example of a spell from my own book of shadows (at a 

later stage you can write your own depending on your chosen goals 

and ingredients): 

To amplify success and protection in all areas of life, light two red candles for 

success to the right of your cauldron while burning the herbs and ingredients 

as mentioned in the rhyme while saying it aloud - 

Double-double success double 

Candle burn and cauldron bubble 

Dragons blood and white dove’s feather 

Keep me safe from stormy weather 

Witches’ grass and Fairy Dust 

Help me conquer what I must 

Sage, Rosemary and Eyebright 

Activate my second sight 

Mandrake, Solomon’s Seal and Clover 

All problems are now over 

By Frankincense and Peter’s salt 

Enemies forever halt 

Bladderwrack and Willows bark 

Take away all evil dark 

Root of Beth and leaf of Thyme 

Prosperity and health are mine 

Candle burn and cauldron bubble 

Take away all toil or trouble 

By earth and fire, wind and sea 

As I will so mote it be 

Always dispose of all leftover ingredients in an eco-friendly way once 

you spell is done and feel great during and after the spell, assured of 

success. 
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MAGICKAL TIMING 
 
 

While some spells require immediate attention and action, whenever 

you can you must try to time your spells as per the divine timings of 

nature. The whole idea in a spell is to amplify the energy of your 

intention with the help of symbolisms. The cycles of time are as 

symbolically meaningful just as the words and ingredients of your 

spells are. The most important tides are the phases of the moon, the 

time of the day and seasonal changes of the year. Everything comes 

together to add to the energy of your intention thereby increasing the 

power of your spells manifold.  

 

The hour around midnight is sometimes considered most effective for 

magickal work owing to the peaceful and transformative energy at that 

time when the date is changing. Festivals, anniversaries and birthdays 

also offer occasions for magick and wish fulfillment every year. You 

may also study astrological energy such as the zodiac of the moon or 

the transits of sun and other planets in order to arrive at the most 

appropriate time to cast a certain spell. 

 

New moon, morning, time of spring, new beginnings always bring 

Waxing moon, midday and summer help you grow ahead and prosper 

Waning moon, evening, winter tide, just let go and let peace reside 

Full moon and the wishing hour, every kind of blessings shower 

But if you must be fast and quick, then anytime will do the trick 
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THE STUDY OF MAGICK  
 

You have now discovered that you are a being with an immense 

amount of positive energy and you can use your powers for creating a 

better life for yourself as well as to help others. There is no limit to how 

much you can learn and grow. The more you will learn, the more you 

will see there is to learn. Start upon a basic course or program to 

enhance your learning through an expert teacher or institute. You can 

choose the right one with a bit of research and through your intuition. 

Through internet and social media you may come across groups and 

events too. Steer clear from those groups who dabble in unwise sorcery 

or negative energy and from those practitioners who cast manipulative 

love spells or revenge spells. If it doesn’t feel right then it is probably 

not meant to be there in your life. Try to spend much time with yourself 

in meditation and self-transformation instead of seeking constant 

support and stimulation from outside. Magick works from inside out 

and you need to be centered and grounded in a deeper place within 

your soul in order to be a successful magickal practitioner. Do not be in 

a hurry to announce your powers or to become a professional before 

you have advanced spiritually on your journey in the craft. In the world 

you will come across several kinds of people. Various energies and 

issues will unfold before you to help you test your skills at every step. 

Take everything in your stride with confidence and faith in yourself. 

Along with your skills, life is only meant to get better and better as you 

go along this road. With time you will see that you can do wonderful 

things each day for the benefit of all you know. You are a gift to this 

world. Yes, You are The Magick.. Blessed Be! 
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YOGA 

 

One of the most important things you need to be wise in 

handling is yourself – body, soul and mind. Yoga is a Sanskrit 

word for union, referring to merging or integrating our mind 

and body to act in harmony together in accordance with our 

inner spiritual wisdom. Here are some ways to begin. 

 Posture: Using ‘asanas’ or elegant postures we can help our 

positive spiritual energy to flow better through our mind and 

body with least blockage or resistance and with the maximum 

effectiveness. There are many asanas, but for now try sitting 

cross-legged, or on a chair with ankles gently crossed with 

your spine and neck straight but comfortable and you will 

meditate and conduct energy better. 

 Breathing: Breathe in gently and deeply and exhale slowly so 

that you feel positive and relaxed. With every cycle of breath 

you are connecting with infinite positive energy, both 

inhaling and exhaling positive energy unlimitedly. 

 Meditation: With eyes gently closed with the above posture 

and breathing method try to observe yourself until your 

thoughts reduce or stop effectively to feel pure peace and bliss 

in nothingness. This will help you be conscious of your 

unlimited nature which is beyond thoughts and things. Slowly 

you will learn how to remain in this conscious state even with 

eyes open and while engaged in any activity. 
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ENERGY HEALING 

 

As you advance in yoga, you will be able to sense and feel positive 

energy flowing through your body, mind and soul. You can direct 

this energy into anything or anyone (with permission) in various 

ways such as Reiki and Pranic Healing the essence being as follows: 

 Universal life force energy: With eyes gently closed in the above 

posture you can feel and sense an unlimited positive energy 

flowing not only in you but through you out into anyone and 

anything that needs healing or improvement. Just direct this 

energy with your palms or with the help of a magickal wand while 

feeling positive and relaxed. 

 Chakra healing: We all have both a physical body as well as a 

spiritual body or astral body composed entirely of subtle 

vibrations. These invisible vibrations form the imprint of our 

physical body and also radiate energy outwards to form our entire 

life. The points or centers where these vibrations are highly 

concentrated in our astral body are called chakras with seven of 

these chakras being of main importance. You can intone or chant 

the following seven syllables or mantras to heal all seven major 

chakras – ‘Lam, Vam, Ram, Yam, Ham, Sham, Om’. Repeating 

these in a meditative state will improve the positive energy flowing 

through you and around you and increase your spiritual power.  
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WORDS 

 

‘Words of power’ or verbal spells both spoken aloud and 

silently within your mind: 

 Affirmations: Sentences in present tense with positive intentions 

inbuilt in them. Eg: ‘Only positive things are now happening to 

me. I accept them all fully and unconditionally. So mote it be’ 

 Mantras and incantations: In any language you choose you can 

incant positive statements including ancient hymns, invocations 

and mantras. Intone them in a way that feels powerful and 

harmonious to you after understanding their meaning. 

 Rhyming spells: Whatever your heart desires can be turned into 

a rhyme that brings the energy alive in your life right now. Try 

not to copy rhyming spells you see posted online as some of 

them may not as positive as required. The best results are 

achieved when you bind the words together yourself to create 

something that feels really good.  

Examples: 

o Health:  

‘Both inside and outside, I feel positive and bright, 

Great energy of healing flow, I am healthy from head to toe’  

o Wealth:  

‘Right now and till the end of time, wealth and prosperity are mine 

The universe is now my bank, I welcome endless wealth with thanks’ 

o Love:  

‘I have everything I need, I am full of love and complete,  

With this powerful energy, I draw true love right now to me’ 
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VISUALISATION 

Adding visualization to your spells truly helps them work better. It is 

out of imagination that reality is born. 

 Light: You can imagine any color of light that feels great and 

positive for your intention and visualize it flowing into you from the 

endless universe. Feel it being absorbed by you all over until you 

receive as much power as you need. This energy can also be sent to 

others with their permission for their healing with the same method 

of visualization, just imagine them receiving it until they seem to 

feel better and transformed. 

 Thought-forms: You can visualize your intention take a specific 

form. It could be a simple shape and color, such as a white flower 

for healing or a green dollar sign for money. You can even animate 

a pictorial vision of an animal or angel with your mind power. Use 

all your senses to imagine it as clearly as possible. Then send your 

thought-form to complete the task you want, eg. a blue angel for 

protection of a loved one, or a brown owl for watching over your 

space. You may recall your thought-form, let them dissipate or 

absorb them back when you are done working with them. 

 Creative Visualization:  Imagine yourself in the situation you 

intend to manifest. Add sound, music, smell, taste, touch and 

emotion to your imagination. Using your mind’s eye you can see it 

happening right now and soon enough it will actually manifest. 

An example: For career success, imagine you are standing at a door that will take 

you to the best possible career situation for you. See the door as clearly as possible, 

the color, design and imagine opening gently to reveal a great white light unfolding 

the scenario of your choice. See yourself enter and transform as you go ahead. 

Notice your clothes, your surroundings, people and what you are doing and 

achieving, see the vision of your success as clearly as possible feeling happy and 

content in every way. 
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IMAGE MAGICK 

 

While visualization is very powerful indeed, it becomes even 

more effective when you take the help of a physical image to 

ground yourself in the new reality of your choice. This is pretty 

much like a kind of ‘voodoo’ where an two or three 

dimensional image or object can help you in healing someone 

or improving a situation by helping you visualize it better.  

Examples: 

 A paper collage containing various positive images of your 

intentions can be used as your vision board to be energized 

with the help of visualization, words of power and energy 

work. 

 A picture of a deceased ancestor can help you in sending 

healing and love to their soul. An image or idol of a deity or 

guru can help you gain their blessings and support 

 A miniature car model can be energized to help you visualize 

owning a similar full sized car  

 A picture of you can be digitally modified to help you 

visualize and achieve the desired figure 

 A candle of a desired symbolic shape can be lit to activate the 

energy of that symbol in your life 

 A doll representing the person who wishes to be healed or 

blessed can be used as a medium of energy transfer. If no 

image or doll is at hand then you can write the name of the 

person who wants the healing on paper and send healing 

energy to them. Else just imagine them in front of you and 

give them energy. 
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TALISMANS 

 

Special symbols, whether drawn, carved or forged into any two or 

three dimensional form can be used magickally. These are also 

called ‘yantras’ in the eastern world. You can energize them 

through words and visualizations to improve their effectiveness. 

 Sacred geometry can be helpful in creating talismans. Every shape 

has a divine meaning or symbolism associated with it. Circles 

symbolize the unity and cyclical nature of all life, squares 

symbolize four dimensions, triangles connect with creative or 

fertile power, pentagrams are associated with the interconnection 

of the five elements of nature that form the world, hexagons and 

crosses stand for unity or intersection of spiritual and material life. 

Several other simple and complex shapes and diagrams carry 

inherent power. 

 Certain ancient magickal scripts such as Hebrew letters, Celtic 

Ogham, Egyptian hieroglyphs, Japanse Kanji, Chinese I-ching and 

Germanic Runes are symbolically meaningful and can be used in 

talismans. 

 Icons of various religious and spiritual systems are useful as 

talismans for focusing on a higher power or spiritual energy 

 Astrological symbols or glyphs can help in formation of talismans 

of power based on symbolic meanings of the planets 

 Magick squares made of numbers or letters can help in focusing 

upon the powerful energy patterns that they carry within 

 
L to R: Ancient Hindu tattwa symbols, Jewish Tetragrammaton talisman, Hamsa hand of protection, Runic protection charm 
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CANDLE MAGICK 

 

Candles of various colors, shapes and sizes help attract various 

positive energies to you while keeping away any negativity 

 Red helps in increasing overall vitality and power 

 Orange helps in increasing creativity and joy 

 Pink attracts emotional healing and kindness 

 Yellow helps in enhancing optimism and popularity 

 Green helps attract abundance of health and wealth 

 Blue helps enhance career, education and expression 

 Indigo helps increase inner focus and psychic power 

 Violet brings in higher wisdom and transformational power 

 Black pulls away un-required or negative energy 

 White brings in peace and overall healing 

 Various sizes such as tealites, chime candles, pencils, tapers, 

votives, jars and pillars can be selected depending on amount 

of energy needed 

 Shapes such as plain cylindrical, pyramid, ball, heart, male or 

female figurine and specialized shapes are all available for 

helping you blend candle magick with image magick 

 
L to R: Marriage candle, Egyptian Black Cat candle for luck, Pentacle candle for wealth, Eagle candle for protection 
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CRYSTAL MAGICK 

Natural stones carry the energy of mother earth in them who 

crystallizes them over millions of years. Crystals are found in 

many forms and types, and are very useful in spells. 

 Clear Quartz: All-purpose healing and positive energy  

 Rose Quartz: Heals emotional problems and attracts love 

 Tigers Eye: Repels evil and attracts success at work 

 Jade: Helps attracts luck and abundance 

 Emerald: Helps in enhancing monetary situation 

 Lapis Lazuli: Enhances psychic power and magickal skills 

 Amethyst: Attracts peace and spiritual healing 

 Red Jasper: Stabilizes physical and monetary health 

 Garnet: Grounds and secures your position 

 Sapphire: Brings wisdom and spiritual help 

 Cats Eye: Brings unexpected luck and repels harm 

 Diamond: Amplifies prosperity and beauty 

 Moonstone: Improves intuition and emotional power 

 Selenite: Helps with motherhood and creativity 

 Carnelian: Enhances joy and attraction 

 Turquoise: Improves self-expression and personality 

 Ruby: Enhances power and charisma 

 Tourmaline: Cleanses negative energy 

 Obsidian: Connects with unconscious mind 

 Sodalite: Reduces stress and worry 

 Fluorite: Improves health and harmony 

 
L to R: Gemstones, Crystal bracelets, Heart shaped crystals, a Merkaba shaped crystal 
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HERBAL MAGICK 

Plants have tremendous positive energy and are associated with 

magick for ages. They can be grown at home to attract luck, or used 

as dried herbs, powders, incense or oils and extracts as potions, 

teas, washes and aromas. A few examples of common herbs: 

  Lavender: Soothing spiritual energy and deeper healing 

  Rose: Attracts love and passion in your relationship life 

  Thyme: Aids in physical health improvement 

  Basil: Attract abundance and love 

  Cardamom: Improves attractiveness and romance 

  Cinnamon: Attracts wealth, power and protective energies 

  Star Anise: Provides luck and protection  

  Hyssop: Protects from harmful energies 

  Ginseng: Boosts energy, vitality and courage 

  Sage: Purifies aura of person, object or space 

  Mistletoe: Associated with love and happiness 

  Olive: Helps in healing and mending of associations 

  Apple: Enhances fertility and beauty 

  Asfoedita: Exorcises unwanted energies or evil beings 

  Black pepper: Banishes negative vibrations 

  Garlic: Repels unwanted spirits 

  Catnip: Attracts animal familiars  

  Chamomile: Soothes hurt and reduces emotional blockages 

  Clove: Helps in protection and banishing of problems 

  Lemon: Cleansing and purification 

  Mint: Increases financial luck 

  Cocoa: Provides comfort to the inner child 
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EVERYDAY ARTICLES 

 

There is magick in each and everything and with your 

creativity you can use anything you like to improve your life. 

Try a few simple ideas: 

 Charm your wallet, vault, bankbook or cashbox with 

affirmations, lucky coins, herbs or talismans for improving 

finances 

 Ribbons can be tied to sacred trees after writing your 

affirmations for manifestation 

 Plant seeds and sapling with your positive intentions in your 

garden 

 Cut a black string or cord to symbolically imagine letting go of 

unwanted associations 

 Watch positive movies, listen to inspiring audios, decorate 

space with positive pictures and read useful books to draw 

similar positive energy into your life 

 Place positive symbols on your door to enhance inflow of good 

and keep out negativity 

 Place charms and symbols on your vehicle to boost mileage and 

safety 

 Place an iron key beneath babies mattress for grounding and 

protection and to prevent nightmares  

 Slip a protective affirmation under your doormat to prevent 

unwanted visitors 

 Place images or magnets of places you wish to visit to improve 

your chances of travelling there 

 Wear clothing of specific colors to attract the energy associated 

with the color of your choice 
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SPECIAL TOOLS 

There are some essential tools for those of you who wish to pursue the 

craft in more focused ways, especially if you wish to learn new skills. 

 You will need an assortment of candles and candleholders 

 A wooden table is appropriate for focused spells 

 An altar cloth can be made of unstitched natural fabric  

 A wand can be used to direct energy  

 An athame or ritual knife is used to add protection to your 

spells or to cut a circle in the air to enclose your space  

 A broom is effective in cleansing and clearing your aura and 

that of the space around you 

 Tarot cards, pendulums and other divination tools will provide 

the right intuitive guidance and energy to your spells 

 An assortment of crystals and stones in various shapes, sizes 

and varieties will be helpful in regular spells 

 A herbal shelf with both common and rare herbs is extremely 

useful in preparing spells and potions 

 Incenses and incense holders will help you add more power to 

your magickal space 

 A three legged cast iron cauldron will help you burn herbs and 

incense in a magickal way 

 A libation chalice and offering bowl or dish are often used by 

those who invoke or worship specific deities 

 Magickal décor, artifacts and statuettes will add power to your 

craft 

  
L to R: A pendulum dowser, an altar table, a wooden wand with crystals, an Altar cloth with symbols 
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STARTER SPELLS 
 

Magick is everywhere, Especially in You 

We all have the power, To make wishes true 

Spells are prayers To the Higher Self 

Beyond Religion, We all are Blessed 

Try these simple starter spells 

Soon you shall craft your own too well 

As long as you mean no wrong or ill 

Your every wish is being fulfilled 
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a. AMAZING ABUNDANCE SPELL 

 

Abundance is a state of the heart. It means you have an endless 

stream of positive energy constantly flowing in your life. This 

gives you everything your ever require, for yourself and for 

sharing unlimitedly with others. Attract this mega-energy to 

you now with this spell. Take plenty of beautiful natural stones 

and crystals of several variety in a bowl and either hold it. In a 

meditative state be aware of the vast universe around you and 

imagine yourself expanding as large as the universe to merge 

with it and stay in this state for a few moments. Say the words,  

 

‘I am infinite, I feel my power and might, 

I now give and receive, abundance, endless, vast and deep’ 

 

With these words return to your body and feel a great stream of 

white light from the universe fill your heart until you start 

shining all over. Now open your eyes and visualize this positive 

energy flowing from your heart and entering the stones making 

them shine strongly. Visualize the light turning into a spectrum 

of rainbow colors as the stones and you are filled with endless 

rainbow light yourself. Gift the stones to others, including 

people, plants, water-bodies and bury some into earth, while 

blessing everyone and everything with happiness, knowing that 

infinite is with you and giving does not reduce any of your 

energy, in-fact it only increases your power and prosperity. 
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b. BANISH BAD-VIBES SPELL 

 

Sometimes we feel or sense negativity, stale energy or bad 

vibration in some places or things around us. This is because 

energy is not flowing very well there due to some blockages 

that are to be unclogged. Sometimes we can also feel our own 

bad vibes (luckily before others do), or that of others (though 

we might be wary of telling them). With this spell you can 

cleanse and refresh all vibrations and allow good vibes to flow 

again. Focus mentally on whatever requires cleansing and 

purification. You do not have to physically be there. Light any 

strong incense or purification herbs such as sage or cinnamon 

on your altar, or simply imagine positive energy flowing into 

and out of you as you enter a meditative state. Now repeat the 

following words thrice,  

 

‘Bad vibes banish, negativity vanish 

Blockages go, let good energy flow’ 

 

At the same time as you chant the above words, visualize a 

strong and bright yellow-white sunshine like light flowing into 

yourself and flooding the area, person or thing that needs 

purification. Strongly imagine all dark blockages in whatever 

form they existed, be diffused and dispersed turning into white 

light by this powerful energy of cleansing. If you are using 

incense or herbs you can also direct their smoke in the 

direction of the item, person or place or into the mental vision 

of the same. You can repeat the chant in multiples of three in 

case you need more power. Continue until you feel the 

cleansing is complete. Everything including you will feel 

refreshed and positive if your spell has worked. 
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c. CREATE COMFORT SPELL 

 

You deserve to have a comfortable and luxurious life right now. If 

you agree then this spell is all you need to manifest it. You will need 

a copy of The Empress card of Tarot. The card normally depicts a 

regal female relaxing in the lap of nature. Use any Rider Waite style 

tarot deck popularly available in stores and get a color copy. Take 

an appropriately size picture of yours where you look happy and 

relaxed and place it on the card to symbolically merge the energy of 

the card with yourself. Place them together in a green envelop or 

cloth pouch with some dried chamomile flowers and three coins on 

top to symbolize comfort and prosperity. Say the words,  

 

‘I now relax and receive, great comfort and prosperity, 

I dwell in the lap of luxury, as I will so mote it be’ 

 

At this time imagine a powerful green light flowing through you 

and into the envelop, energizing everything powerfully. Feel 

yourself enveloped in this energy too. Place this envelop beneath 

your pillow for three nights and keep it in your cupboard 

thereafter. This ensures you program both your subconscious and 

conscious mind with the vibrations of this spell. 
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d. DESTROY THE DEVIL SPELL 

 

Devil is an illusory character created by those of us who like to 

have something external to blame for our negativity. It is 

necessary for us to get rid of this illusion and start taking 

responsibility for our own manifested reality through 

consciousness. This spell is especially effective in getting rid of 

your addictions, dependencies or blame on anything harmful, 

be it smoking, drugs, junk food, alcohol, gossip, anger, self-

destructive behaviors or negative talk. Now onwards there is no 

one but you who is in-charge of your choices. Take an object 

that symbolizes the negativity you wish to eliminate from your 

life. It could be a symbolic image or an actual item such as a 

cigarette box representative of the false ‘devil’ that can no 

longer dominate you.  Place above this the ‘Tower’ card of tarot 

which normally shows a lightning struck tower being destroyed 

and say the words, 

 

‘No longer do I hold your arm, 

Or let you dominate or harm, 

Like this mighty crumbling tower, 

I shatter your illusive power’ 

 

Now place the object and the card over it, into a cardboard or 

paper box and safely destroy them both with your hands or 

with any tools such as scissors or a hammer taking care not to 

let any shreds or pieces scatter around. Truly feel that you have 

shattered the illusory devil and released it from your life for 

good. Dispose everything in a bin and let the remains be safely 

removed out of your vicinity. From now onwards you will no 

longer be tempted to give in to any harmful allure. 
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e. EVAPORATE EVIL SPELL 

 

Good and evil are names for positive versus harmful uses of energy. 

Dealing with evil is all about letting go of the harmful form of 

energy and accepting a positive form instead. People are not purely 

good or evil but carry varying degrees of energies at various times 

and these energies can and do shift with effort, inspiration and 

time. Similarly everything around us can and does change for the 

better. No matter how hard it maybe for you to believe it, you can 

create a change right now. This spell helps you achieve the 

transformation. Mentally focus on the evil that you encountered in 

your perception or experience and imagine it all concentrating into 

a black colored candle. Now rub some lavender oil all over it from 

wick to base while focusing on your intention to transform this 

energy into something more positive. Then light the candle gently 

and say the words:  

 

‘Energies of anger, hate 

All vaporize, evaporate 

Heal the pain and cease the harm, 

Into good now all transform’ 

 

Focus on the positive and soothing aroma of lavender released 

around you, knowing that all negative energy has been effectively 

transformed into something much more peaceful and everyone 

affected has been healed, forgiven and blessed infinitely. Both the 

victims and perpetrators have now learnt their lessons and have 

been freed of the cycle of evil. Truly believe that only good 

vibrations are now within us all. You will certainly see an 

enormously positive change soon. Any remains of the candle can be 

gently disposed in an eco-friendly way.  
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f. FABULOUSLY FIT SPELL 

 

Who does not wish for a healthy and beautiful body? Yet this 

wish transforms into a reality for only those of us who have 

exercise our will power and focus our mind strongly upon our 

goal. This spell helps you achieve this crucial inner state 

without which the outer transformation will be impossible.  

 

Take a pair of wearable and comfortable sport shoes or buy a 

new pair if required and play some active and positive music 

while exercising with the shoes on. With every move imagine 

yourself transforming into a super fit, smart and healthy person 

in every way. After your work out, take a glass of water and 

imagine yourself the way you truly want to look and feel as you 

gaze into the water and meditate while saying the words,  

 

‘I am super fit and really healthy, 

I love this fabulous new me, 

I accept my new reality 

As I will so mote it be’ 

 

Now consume the water while feeling this new reality seeping 

deeply into every cell of your body knowing that you are now 

changing and transforming into the new you. Keep the shoes 

somewhere you can see them daily. You can repeat this spell 

daily or as many times as you feel right. You will find yourself 

attracted naturally to healthier and better ways of living and 

somehow the universe will help you get your wish. Be open to 

exactly how it will manifest while following your intuition and 

soon you will see the change for real. 
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g. GO-GETTER SPELL 

 

To send your career into a new high point and achieve 

wonderful things at your will, print a photograph of you 

looking happy and successful and put it in a wooden frame 

somewhere in the south where it feels right. Take a thick and 

large red candle and using a sharp tip, circularly inscribe it 

with the word SUCCESS and then apply geranium oil all over it 

from base to wick going clockwise all around the candle. Light 

it somewhere near the picture while saying the words, 

 

‘In everything big or small, 

I have success, I have it all 

With harm to none, for highest good, 

My will is done, just as it should 

I now receive my true desires 

By the flame of my inner fire 

My success grows infinitely 

As I will so mote it be’ 

 

Visualize the candlelight emanating a great power all around in 

the world carrying the light of your real success everywhere 

and feel truly deserving of this. Allow the candle to burn near 

your picture for a few minutes each day for 21 days at least. 

Feel happy and satisfied for other people’s successful and 

positive achievements as if they were all your own and your 

success will keep growing all the time. 
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h. HAPPY HOLIDAY SPELL 

 

While going out on a holiday should be a pleasure, some people 

worry about their safety, their home, pets, family, belongings, 

travel, food or stay. Pack your bags and book your trip without 

any care, all assured of a terrific holiday with this spell. 

 

Before you set out on your holiday, take three pieces of clear 

quartz crystals, each of around an inch or two in length and 

program them by cleansing in rock salt water for an hour and 

then holding it in your palms while saying the words, 

 

‘Here or away, I am protected always 

Perfect in every way, are my travel and stay, 

My home and belongings I find in great shape 

As I return after my journeys great 

Wherever I may go and whatever I do, 

I will have a happy holiday, through and through’ 

 

Feel a great energy running through your arms into the stones, 

energizing them powerfully with the above intent. Keep one 

stone at home, pack one in your luggage and carry one on your 

person. If you like you may energize more stones for your 

friends, family or vehicle too. Don’t forget to thank and cleanse 

your stones once you return and place them back in your 

crystal box. 
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i. INCREDIBLE INTUITION SPELL 

 

Say goodbye to confusions and doubts and be divinely guided 

once you perform this spell to strengthen your own intuition.  

You can choose a small piece of moonstone jewelry to be worn 

anywhere on your body starting on a full moon night. First light 

a soothing aroma of frankincense and pass your jewel through 

it while imagining the power of the full moon entering your 

stone in the form of a great silver light descending from the sky 

into your stone as you say the words, 

 

‘Inner power and higher mind, 

Guide me always, all the time 

I activate my inner sight 

In the day and in the night 

I always know which path to take 

My incredible intuition is now awake’ 

 

Imagine the silver light emanating from the stone and entering 

you from head to toe as you feel one with your jewel. You can 

wear or keep it constantly with you for at least till the next full 

moon to allow it to attune with you and then wear it as and 

when you need to. Note your dreams and intuitions in a special 

journal to see the accuracy of your amazing insights for 

yourself and do remember to follow your inner voice for best 

results. 
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j. JINX-REMOVING JUJU SPELL 

 

A jinx indicates that some kind of negative energy or bad luck 

also called ‘juju’ was chasing you consistently blocking one or 

more areas of your life. Whatever be the reason for the jinx, 

you can rise above your problems and break the pattern now 

with this easy spell that also transforms this bad juju into good 

juju very quickly. Begin by taking a bath with plenty of sea salts 

or rock salt mixed in your bath water. Sip some chamomile tea 

or infusion to feel yourself being purified from inside. Light 

three tea-lite candles and diffuse some camphor to feel positive 

energy enter you as unwanted energy is cleansed away and say 

the words, 

 

‘I am cleansed, purified and un-jinxed 

This day a new beginning brings 

By earth and fire, wind and sea 

As I will so mote it be’ 

 

Now visualize a gust of positive energy blow into you like a 

fresh breeze, revitalizing each and every cell of your body and 

improving the flow of positive energy all throughout yourself. 

Truly feel and sense the good luck all around and within you 

and watch it work its magick. 
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k. KIND KINSHIP SPELL 

 

Some people have believed in fighting for justice, finding enemies and 

adversities at each step of their way, while others go ahead joyfully and 

effortlessly on their life path without many foes. If you believe that the 

world is full of positive people who are here to help and support your 

higher purpose, you will find in everyone you meet, a friend indeed. 

Try this spell and allow kindness to deeply enter and enrich all your 

associations. Take a jar of honey and on top of it light a white candle 

anointed with olive oil to symbolically activate energies of peace and 

kindness while saying the words, 

 

‘Peace and kindness have no end 

The entire world is now my friend 

With love to all and harm to none 

I share kindness with everyone’ 

 

Repeat this for nine days in a row and on the tenth day prepare any 

appropriate dish such as cakes or cookies including the honey as a vital 

ingredient. Share this treat with people in your life, your family and 

friends as well as yourself and also try and offer it to anyone who visits 

you that day. Mentally imagine sharing this blessing and kinship with 

everyone in the world as if the whole world is interlinked with you in a 

beautiful and positive way. Visualize a white light flowing all around 

and within you filling every person in the world with positive energy. 
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l. LASTING LOVE SPELL 

 

True love might have seemed elusive and far-fetched to some 

people, but as a magickal being everything you dream of is 

perfectly achievable. Attract your ‘happily ever after’ with this 

effective spell. Take the petals of a fresh rose and add them to 

hot water to prepare a light infusion and let it cool to room 

temperature. Prepare a rose shoot for planting in a pot or 

garden and place six pieces of rose quartz crystals in the soil 

around it while saying the words, 

 

‘Real love that lasts infinitely 

I now deserve and call to me 

I love myself and the universe, 

I have true love now with these words’ 

 

Now consume the rose water and pour some into the soil to 

symbolize that you have received true love and also that you 

are giving love unconditionally to form a mutually loving 

relationship. Do not worry about who will exactly bring you 

this love while focusing solely on feeling positive and loved in 

every way and be open to the right person who is actually 

meant for you. 
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m. MONEY MULTIPLIER SPELL 

 

Money is a useful tool to help us share prosperity with each other. 

Multiply the monetary resources available to you with this spell. 

Take nine shiny coins and light a small green candle on each of 

them after carving an infinity sign  on each candle. As the 

candles burn imagine an infinite energy entering your coins and 

once they are done, collect the coins in your palms and say, 

 

‘Three by three and nine by nine 

To grow eternally with time 

I activate endless supply 

I make all money multiply’ 

 

Place these coins in a green cloth pouch and keep it in above your 

bank statement and investment files or in your vault to symbolize 

vast growth and multiplication of your income and savings. Each 

time you pay someone or write a check, feel happy and remember 

that a much bigger amount is coming to you at the very same time, 

now that your finances are forever growing exponentially. 
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n. NO-NONSENSE SPELL 

 

For great success it is necessary to focus our mind and energy 

only on those things that truly fulfill us without wasting time in 

energy draining activities. If you feel you are done with all the 

unwanted, cast this spell and enhance your efficiency as well as 

happiness levels now. 

 

Begin by clearing your home and workspace of all clutter by 

disposing off all unwanted articles. Then cleanse all spaces 

thoroughly and diffuse the essence of eucalyptus all around 

with reed sticks while imagining that all unwanted energies are 

now leaving your life for good. As you do this say the words, 

 

‘With everything and everyone 

I work with purpose, joy and fun 

I clear my mind and cut the slack 

My life now runs on the right  track’ 

 

All around your space wherever appropriate place images and 

objects that inspire and enliven you as well as quotes and 

affirmations that help propel you in a direction that leads to 

greater happiness and inner peace. Visualize a golden light of 

higher purpose shining out of you and being suffused all 

around you to help you attain your destiny. 
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o. OWN THE OBJECT SPELL 

 

While spiritual beings seldom run after material possessions, 

there are times when you might have wanted a very specific 

object in your life and had difficulty finding something quite 

like it. Now you can draw the object of your desire into your 

reality with this simple spell. Write the name of the object on a 

strip of paper with blue ink and your name on another strip of 

paper with red ink and join them facing each other and keep a 

pair of magnets above them. Add over this a picture of the 

object if available, else focus on its mental impression and 

visualize it as clearly as possible. Take the above magnetic 

charm in your palms as you say the words, 

 

‘May the object in my perception 

Transform into my possession 

If it harm none and be meant for me 

As I will so mote it be’ 

 

Now imagine the object being pulled towards you and visualize 

yourself having and using the object just as you wanted, feeling 

grateful that it has come to you so easily and fast. Place the 

magnet charm in a place where you intend to keep or store the 

item. Soon the object of your desire will be affordably available 

to you. 
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p. PERFECT PERSON SPELL 

 

While it is fine to attract positive things or situations to us, we 

may not use magick to attract specific persons, for to do this 

would be to invite harm to ourselves.  Instead this spell will 

help you attract whoever is right for you at any point of time 

for the purpose you choose without manipulating anyone. 

 

Take a pair of lodestone crystals which are natural magnets of 

earth and charge them with the following words: 

 

‘I accept my inner perfection 

And attract the perfect person 

Who is right now meant for me 

As I will so mote it be’ 

 

Take a sheet of white paper and on the top portion write with 

red ink the title that the desired person will hold in your life, 

such as business partner, spouse, employee or colleague. 

Beneath the title write down with red ink all the qualities you 

seek in the person with a large tick mark over each while 

imagining that you have attracted those energies. Wrap this list 

in a red cloth with the pair of lodestones and keep in a suitable 

place. On another page with black ink write all the things you 

would definitely not want in the person and place a large cross 

over each of them as you write them imagining that you have 

banished those energies. Burn the banishing sheet of paper in a 

black candle in your cauldron and dispose the remains into 

earth to symbolize that those unwanted energies will no longer 

be drawn to you.  
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q. QUIET QUINTESSENCE SPELL 

 

In the mayhem of life you may at times wish for some quiet 

time to spend just with yourself. This spell helps you create it. 

Light a purple candle and gaze upon its flame for a few 

moments before closing your eyes gently. Visualize, you are in a 

place of nature and see it as clearly as you can in your mind’s 

eye with all details, using all your inner senses. For example, 

hear the silence and the rustling leaves, chirping of birds and 

the rippling stream nearby, see the vast blue sky and the green 

grass, smell the light scent of flowers growing nearby. You can 

use your own imagination to create this place within yourself, 

exactly the way you like and spend some time here until you 

feel really nice and peaceful. Then gently open your eyes and 

say the words, 

 

‘Peace inside and peace outside 

I manifest some peace and quiet 

I am right now in the perfect place 

Enjoying my well-deserved solace’ 

 

Gently snuff out the flame of the candle knowing that you shall 

soon have your quiet quintessence just like you imagined. 
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r. RAGS TO RICHES SPELL 

 

Giving money to the needy temporarily relieves their troubles, 

but this spell can quickly send them what they really need for 

the long term. When you notice anyone who requires charity, 

visualize a bright golden light descend upon them from above 

and imagine them transform into someone really prosperous, 

happy and healthy in your mind’s eye until you feel really 

positive about them. This light ends their vicious karmic cycles 

and gives them the required healing, wisdom and learning they 

need to progress and improve their existence. As they learn 

their lessons through higher awareness their life situations all 

change for the better. You can also charge a coin or note of 

money with this golden light of prosperity and hand it to them 

to help them absorb the blessing through the item. Say these 

words mentally as you visualize their transformation, 

 

‘From rags to riches you transform 

As you receive these blessings warm 

With health, wealth and happiness 

Your future is eternally blessed’ 

 

You do not have to let them know about the blessing sent by 

you. Just be really happy for the joyous change which is about 

to begin in their life thanks to the higher energies that they are 

receiving through this spell. 
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s. SUPER SUPPER SPELL 

 

Mix a little magick in your cooking with this spell to bless all 

those who eat your preparations, and simultaneously wow 

everyone with your culinary skills. While you cook, say this 

charm on the food you are preparing, while imagining a pure 

white light entering the ingredients, 

 

‘Whoever has this tasty dish 

Will get a blessing and a wish 

Good health and wealth, great love and joy, 

All those who eat this will enjoy’ 

 

Now imagine the white light swirl thrice into the meal being 

cooked and visualize the positive energy of the spell enter every 

particle of the meal. Somehow your dish will turn out great and 

everyone will love it. Joyfully serve and share it with everyone 

and do not forget to tell them to make a silent wish as they take 

the first delicious bite. 
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t. TIMELESS TRUST SPELL 

 

In all our associations and relationships, trust is the special 

ingredient that seals the deal. The more you trust yourself and 

the universe, the more trustworthy will be the people you 

attract. To enhance the trust factor in your life, write the word 

trust on a nine inch  long pink ribbon with blue ink and hold it 

close to your heart as you say, 

 

‘I open up my heart and mind 

Perfect trust is what I find 

Both within and all around 

My faith and trust is always sound’ 

 

Touch the ribbon to your crown and visualize peaceful 

vibrations of perfect trust entering you in the form of a pink 

stream of light expanding your heart and flowing through your 

entire aura to fill the whole world with its gentle radiance. Tie 

this ribbon on a strong tree in the woods and leave it there as a 

mark of gratitude to the universe for giving you the gift of trust. 

Soon you shall see that only trustworthy people enter your life 

or remain a part of it while unworthy ones are replaced by 

those who are better. 
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u. UNDERSTAND THE UNIVERSE SPELL 

 

While material and emotional success can bring us happiness, 

there is nothing quite like unraveling the mysteries of the 

universe and the answers to the bigger questions of life. You 

can attain your inner enlightenment with this spell to enhance 

your understanding of the world around you, which has indeed 

more than meets the eye. Wear an appropriate amulet for 

protection. Light a black candle to your left signifying the 

unknown and a white candle to your right signifying the 

known parts of the universe. Place a clear crystal quartz ball in 

the center to symbolize the universe and near it place a blank 

notebook and a pen that feel special to you. Say the words, 

 

‘Hidden secrets now reveal 

To help me understand and heal 

I channel knowledge through my words 

That flow out from the universe’ 

 

Hold the ball and visualize the lights from the two candles 

entering the ball and reaching you, carrying the entire 

knowledge of all you need to know. Using the pen start writing 

on the notebook without making any effort to think. Just allow 

the pen to automatically flow with any words that come to you 

instantly through auto-writing. You are protected from 

channeling anything harmful. You can ask any question and 

just write the message that comes in response. When you have  

finished channeling snuff the candles with thanks and repeat 

whenever you need to know anything. 
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v. VAST VICTORY SPELL 

 

This spell helps you attain a major achievement, milestone or 

triumph and end all battles and struggles favorably. As long as 

you are on the right side victory will be yours. Take three whole 

roots of the herb High John the Conqueror and add them to a 

red cloth sachet with three tumbled Tiger’s Eye stones and three 

strands of your hair rolled together in a circle. Seal the sachet 

charm at midnight with these words, 

 

‘In this night and at this hour 

I now invoke the highest power 

With this charm of three by three 

I have attained my victory’ 

 

Draw an upward pointing arrow on the sachet with your wand 

or finger  while visualizing the symbol merging into the charm 

in a strong red light. Hold it in your hand and feel the charm 

become one with you ascertaining a huge victory to your cause. 

Carry it with you for important and decisive events. 
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w. WORLD WALKER SPELL 

 

This spell is for you if you want to travel not just the world over but 

also to alternate worlds such as the astral realm or the unseen realms of 

the good faeries.  Sit in front of a blank wall in your room and meditate 

for a few minutes. Then gaze at the wall and make an intention of 

where you would like to travel and what you wish to do there, whether 

it be a place in the physical world such as a new country or town, or a 

place of your choice in the astral realm and say the words, 

 

‘Open up the magick gate 

Take me on adventures great 

Safely to enjoy and learn 

I travel light and soon return’ 

 

Visualize a shining purple swivel of light appearing in the center and 

expanding slowly and three dimensionally. Visualize a benevolent faery 

or angelic being emerge and take your hand. The appearance and 

characteristics of the being will be concurrent with your needs. Feel 

yourself pulled into the wall as if entering another dimension with the 

wall turning into a portal that takes you on an astral journey. Visualize 

yourself with your ‘angel’ into a purple tunnel that connects you to a 

place of your choice. It can even be a place in the present, past or 

future, or beyond earthly time. You shall be only taken to a place which 

is absolutely safe for you. At the end of the tunnel you will see a white 

light and as you step into the light you shall enter the new place of your 

choice. Focus on every detail starting from your feet to everything 

around you and try to experience your journey and all events there as 

clearly and vividly as you can. Whenever you want you can return at 

will by simply wanting to be back and your angelic friend will be there 

to take you back home through the portal in an instant. 
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x. XRAY-XTRAVISION SPELL 

 

This spell is designed to give you more power to see through 

people and their intentions, so you can make better decisions on 

how to deal with them. You can scan a person when you meet 

them without intruding into their privacy in order to only 

know those facts that are necessary for your protection. When 

you see the person you wish to scan, say this charm in your 

mind silently to know what you must, 

 

‘Mind to mind I see the truth 

I see everything that I should 

For my protection and precaution 

I activate my x-ray vision’ 

 

Try to look through the person for a moment as if trying to see 

their inner energy. You might be able to see a certain color 

faintly or prominently visible around or inside them. This is 

their aura or energy field. Bright and radiant auras indicate a 

good disposition while murky or blackish gray colors will 

indicate hidden energies that you may like to be cautious about. 

Also relax and focus on the first thoughts and impressions 

about the person, or await a message that might come to you 

regarding them. Your extra or inner sensory perception or ESP 

can be very effective once you have practiced enough. Soon you 

will be able to clearly see and decipher the truth easily. 
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y. YOUNGER BY THE YEAR SPELL 

 

Ever wanted to live a hundred years without losing your health 

or beauty? This spell is especially suitable for those of you who 

are past thirty and wish to reverse the appearance your age and 

set it permanently at, let’s say… twenty-five. Take a picture of 

yourself from when you looked the desired age for reference, or 

modify your image digitally to resemble your goal. Any 

beautiful and youthful image that you admire will be 

advantageous. Enlarge the image and place it behind you like a 

poster, just above your head where you sit at your chair at 

home or work. You must spend at least 30 minutes daily sitting 

under that image and either meditating or working silently. On 

the first day activate the spell by lighting a beautiful silver 

candle and saying these words, 

 

‘In mind, in soul and in my body 

I am healthy and beautiful to everybody 

With every passing year of life 

I appear just twenty-five’ 

 

Look at this image and try to see it with eyes closed focusing on 

the healthy and beautiful appearance. Now take your position 

to be seated below and visualize the image floating to you and 

absorbing into your aura from behind as if superimposed with 

you. Absorb it in every cell of your body and as clearly as 

possible visualize your skin and body transform delightfully 

into your desired appearance. From now onwards the image 

will automatically morph you. You can repeat this spell on each 

birthday, or whenever needed for added energy. 
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z. ZERO TO ZILLION SPELL 

 

Many of us love the autonomy and freedom that 

entrepreneurship brings. This spell is for those of you who plan 

to begin a career as a super-successful entrepreneur, or to 

enhance it if you are already one, without having to invest a lot 

of finance upfront. Take a piece of parchment paper or 

handmade paper and imprint the following with green ink, 

0 

10 

100 

1000 

10000 

100000 

1000000 

10000000 

100000000 

1000000000 

10000000000 

100000000000 

 

Place this paper at the root of a small living potted tree such as 

a Yule tree, or use an figure of an artificial tree and place the 

above talisman below it. Light a large green candle near the 

tree and say the words of power, 

 

From zero to zillion, from this instant 

My business grows, sure and constant 

The entire universe is helping me 

To be the best I am meant to be 

 

Bury the parchment talisman at the root of the potted tree or 

stick it to the base and place it appropriately where it feels 

powerful and well cared for. Now start planning out all your 

ideas and strategies. Be rest assured, the universe will somehow 

start shaping itself around your purpose. 
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AN AFFIRMATION 
 

Yes, I am the Magick.  

I now love, accept and honor my spiritual wisdom 

and use my natural inner powers for good 

 

I AM THE MAGICK 

I may not wear a pointed hat 

Or fly off on my broom 

I may not have a furry cat 

Or cobwebs in my room 

I may not wear a fancy cloak 

Or have a quirky name 

But deep within I know that 

I am the magick all just the same 

I may be just the one next door 

And I still mean no harm 

I am here to heal and reassure 

Not curse, entice or charm 

I make the best of everything 

And give my very best 

I freely live, dance, laugh and sing 

Just like all of us rest 

My will is strong, my soul is wise 

My mind has power rich 

And rest assured, out and inside 

I am the universe made of magick 

I have no worry, doubt or fear 

I have just love and faith 

To be a wise and loving soul 

That’s just my inner state 
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If you found this book helpful kindly review it on amazon 

to encourage others 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/154328289X 

Feel free to recommend this title to others to raise global awareness 
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